PAMOJA WORKBOOKS
BRINGING NATURE INSIDE

FOR CHILDREN AGED 4–6
MADE BY NICOLA AND SARAH HEATH
LEAF SHAPES

1. Draw the other side on the leaf shape.
2. Find a new leaf shape in your garden or make one up.
COUNTING WITH LEAVES

Go to the cut out page and cut out all the leaves.

Look at the number on the flower and stick on the stems the right number of leaves.

[Flowers with numbers 4, 3, 2, 1]
MAKE YOUR OWN LEAFY

Pick a leaf that you like the shape of and stick it down on your paper.

Go to the cut out page and cut out the eyes and mouth you want and stick them down on top of the leaf.

Now you can decorate leafy how ever you want.
Colour by number

Lady bird

1. RED
2. BLACK
3. YELLOW
Go out side and try to find all the different colours of flowers and leaves in the rainbow on the sheet. Stick them into the right section and make your own flower rainbow.

You can also draw and colour in your flower rainbow.
BUZZING BEES

Which bee will find the hive?  Trace the lines.
Pick up leaves and flowers to make your own nature hair style or you can draw them on.
COLOUR AND COUNT

Colour in the drawing
Fill in the answers:
How many butterflies?

How many bees?

How many flowers?
CUT OUT PAGE
To help make your leafy